
Fire-Based Cooking Meets Backyard Conversations

Bali, December 2022. Nestled in the outskirts of Umalas, a stone’s throw from Seminyak’s
hustle and bustle is Uma Garden, a fire-based kitchen built on the humble philosophy of
bringing people together around real food and good vibes. Designed as a neighborhood
hotspot, Uma Garden boasts a stylishly rustic ambiance on a trendy and vibrant street,
surrounded by a now rare sighting of rice paddies.

The lounge and bar area greet guests, showcasing creative concoctions of a finely curated
selection of imported wines, smoky cocktails and craft beers, taking guests to the dining area
with a theatrical open-flame kitchen as the center stage. The space displays rustic wooden
panels and beams, dark wooden tables and tropical plants, creating a smooth transition
between the lounge and the garden. The heart and soul of the restaurant, the garden consists
of communal dining tables that encompass a sharing experience and Uma Garden’s persona
as a community hub inspired by traditions, togetherness, simplicity and creativity.

“A GARDEN IS NOT A PLACE, IT’S A JOURNEY.”
- Monty Don

Uma Garden is a journey through sight, sound, scent and taste.

At Uma Garden, we combine wood-fire cooking and premium ingredients, sharing age-old
culinary traditions with communities through a theatrical open-flame cooking experience, a
primitive technique that lets the ingredients speak for themselves. It’s a return to simplicity,
no matter the origin, that we elevate to a true epicurean experience.

“We carefully select our wood as the key seasoning to our cuisine, bringing richness and
depth to simple ingredients and adding distinct flavors that only smoke and flame can
imparT,” explains owner Allard Sjollema.

Ranging from a selection of wood-fire meat and sea produce to grilled vegetables and pasta,
our menu is a diversified array of flame-kiss dishes inspired by sharing experience and
togetherness. Discover premium meat selections such as Pork Ribs BBQ, Australian Wagyu
Skirt Steak and Australian Wagyu Tomahawk, along with seafood picks such as Grilled Prawns
and Grilled Grouper, where we use fresh, locally sourced seasonal fish and seafood,
ember-grilled to perfection.

Between the rustic charms of the lush tropical garden, the bolstering flavors of grilled meat,



the smoke coming out of the wood-fire, the conversations and the laughter, Uma Garden
goes beyond a great menu filled with delicious dishes. It’s about sharing stories, moments,
and memories that last a long time.

ABOUT UMA GARDEN

Uma Garden is entirely rebuilt with a new concept born of Tavolo Group’s vision to realize
unique concepts in Bali. Stylishly blends the natural beauty of a green lush garden with
simple, rustic charms, at Uma Garden we celebrate ingredients, in their simplest nature. With
a theatrical over-fire cooking experience, that passion for all things fire is translated at all levels
of the menu and experience. At its core, Uma Garden isn’t about BBQ. It isn’t about meat. It’s
about companionship and community. It’s about the warmth and time that people dedicate
at the table, making food a cultural language that touches and connects all.

Jl. Umalas 1 no. 8, Kerobokan Kelod, Kec. Kuta Utara, Kabupaten Badung, Bali 80361
Bookings & info : 0821 4736 9323
Website : www.umagardenbali.com
Instagram : www.instagram.com/umagardenbali
Facebook : www.facebook.com/UmaGardenSeminyakBali

ABOUT TAVOLO GROUP

TAVOLO GROUP is a Bali-based boutique hospitality group that specializes in the creation and
management of concept-inspired venues. We thrive on developing cutting-edge culinary
experiences and innovative brands, setting up new standards to casual lifestyle dining and
drinking. Combining a warm and personalized, yet impeccable, approach to service with the
highest quality – as much as possible homemade – food, we aim to consistently create unique,
memorable experiences for our guests.

Tavolo’s portfolio of brands includes The Avocado Factory, Hippie Fish, BB52 Burgers, Piccolina
and a series of exciting new projects in the pipeline.

Jl. Raya Kerobokan No.4, Kerobokan Kelod, Kec. Kuta Utara, Kabupaten Badung, Bali 80361
Website : www.tavologroup.com
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